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The Project
Understand Atlanta’s Existing Curb Environment
 How are curbs regulated?
 What curb assets exist?
Identify Challenges and Conflicts
 Where do conflicts between modes exist?
 Do curb managers have the tools they need?
Bring Curb Stakeholders Together
 What is a successful curb management practice?
 How can we balance conflicting goals?
Envision a Dynamic Curb Future
 Set clear goals and policies
 Leverage emerging technologies
 Adapt to growing urban freight needs
 Enable persistent curb knowledge



Challenges
Curb Operations
 Roles and responsibilities are not clearly defined
 No single coordinator for curb management exists
 Clear objectives for enforcement of non-metered parking violations are absent
Policy and Regulations
 85% of Atlanta’s curbs are dedicated to travel lanes or car parking
 New development is not required to adequately mitigate curb impacts
 On-street loading zones are absent or insufficient to meet demand
Curb Flexibility and Performance
 Parking and curb pricing are not performance-based, and performance targets are not in place
 Curb demand data is not collected regularly
 Parking spaces are only 45% full at peak
Physical Infrastructure and Curb Allocation
 Curb and right-of-way allocation does not align with mode share goals
 Limited opportunities for people space exist
 Playbook for curb and technology pilots is not in place



Increase Curb 
Utilization

Key Objectives

Improve Loading 
and Pickup / 
Drop-Off

Reduce Conflicts 
between Modes 
and Increase 
Safety

Manage 
Congestion 
Impacts

Expand Bike 
and Scooter 
Access

Improve Bus 
Performance 
and Access

Ensure that Curbs 
are Equitable and 
Accessible for All

Designate More 
Space for 
People



 Designate Curb Manager
 Develop Performance Framework
 Enhance communications

Big Moves

5

1 Organize for Curb Management

 Allocate space to address immediate issues (loading space)
 Target enforcement to achieve performance standards
 Focus on data and performance-based management

2 Focus on Performance

Immediate

Year 1 – 2 



 Adopt Curb Typology
 Require multimodal transportation and curb studies for new development
 Adopt design standards to prevent modal conflicts

Big Moves

6

3 Align Policy with Curb Goals

 Allocate more space for people and multimodal use
 Pilot technologies to price and manage the curb
 Formalize right-of-way pilots and gather feedback on street usage

4 Allocate, Price, and Manage Space 

Year 2 – 3  

Year 3+



Strategy Matrix
2022 2023 2024

Strategy Theme Strategy 
Number Strategy Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Curb 
Operations

A1 Consolidate Curb Management

A2 Formalize Communications

A3 Targeted Enforcement

Policy and 
Regulatory 

Changes

B1 Adopt Curb Typology

B2 Require Developer Transportation Studies

B3 Allocate Targeted Loading Space

Curb 
Flexibility and 
Performance

C1 Maintain Curb Inventory

C2 Performance-Based Curb Management

C3 Curb Utilization Studies

C4 Loading and Emerging Mobility Data

Physical 
Infrastructure 

and Curb 
Allocation

D1 Design Standards to Prevent Modal Conflict

D2 Allocate Multimodal Space

D3 Allocate People Space

D4 Curbside Use Pilots

D5 Curb Management Technology Pilots



Questions to Consider

Does this strategy address the challenge?

How are you involved in delivery?

What are your concerns around delivery? Are there blockers?



Consolidate Curb Management
The Challenge

Roles and responsibilities are not clearly 
defined

No single coordinator for curb management 
exists

A lack of clear curb goals or performance 
targets makes coordination more difficult

Existing protocols and workflow address on-
street parking but not other curb needs

Atlanta City Code
• Provides legal basis 

for management and 
enforcement

Planning and 
Management
• Plans regulatory 

changes and 
integrates curbs into 
broader planning 
efforts

Asset 
Deployment
• Deploys, manages, 

and maintains 
signage, striping, and 
materials

Utilization and 
Enforcement
• Enforces regulations 

and monitors 
utilization

Staff and 
Stakeholder 
Input
• Provides feedback to 

refine and update 
regulations Curb 

Manager 

Strategy A1



Consolidate Curb Management
Designate a clear owner for curb management and set 
performance targets.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Create a new Curb Manager position or enhance an existing one within Atlanta 
Department of Transportation to spearhead curb management.

Designation of a Curb Manager is the highest priority action per the findings of this study. 
Clear leadership on curb issues is necessary to execute all other strategies.

The Solution

Set performance targets for curbside management.

Monitor performance and update policy accordingly.

Strategy A1



Formalize 
Communications
The Challenge

Limited coordination between City of 
Atlanta and other agencies that manage the 
curb

Transit operators and the City operate 
independently regarding curb needs.

Curb management coordination currently 
relies on ad hoc correspondence

Changes to the street are not always vetted 
with all stakeholders

Strategy A2



Formalize Communications
Create clear channels for communication between the 
City of Atlanta and other curb stakeholders.

Communicate the role of the designated curb manager to all key curb 
stakeholders.

Regular communication between groups allows potential conflicts to be identified early in a 
planning process while decision-making is more flexible.

The Solution

Establish clear protocols for communication regarding curb issues.

Hold regular curb champions coordination meetings to maintain and update 
the overall vision for Atlanta’s curbs.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Strategy A2



Targeted 
Enforcement
The Challenge

Clear objectives for enforcement of non-
metered parking violations are absent

SP Plus maintains enforcement protocols for 
metered parking, but other curb violations 
lack clear protocols or performance 
targets

Only sworn officers can enforce many non-
parking curb violations

Atlanta Police Department and other law 
enforcement agencies lack clear directives 

Strategy A3



Targeted Enforcement
Create a targeted enforcement plan for all curb 
regulations, not just metered parking.

Update parking enforcement vendor contract to set specific expectations 
around non-metered parking enforcement objectives. 

Curb management policies will not reach their full potential and conflicts between vehicles 
and other modes at the curb will persist unless enforcement is improved.

The Solution

Adjust City code to allow non-sworn officers to enforce safety violations at 
the curb.

Work with law enforcement agencies to target proactive curb enforcement in 
areas where the worst issues take place.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Strategy A3



The Challenge

The City of Atlanta does not vary on-street 
parking pricing based on demand and proximity 
to key activities

Non-metered parking uses are largely unpriced 
with no real performance indicators in place to 
manage behavior

The City is reluctant to trade metered parking 
revenue with other curb uses due to revenue 
concerns

Strategy C2

Performance-Based Curb 
Management



Performance-Based Curb Management

Adopt a performance-based curb management program.

Establish clear parking, safety, and curb performance metrics that align 
with broader citywide goals (see Strategy A1). 

Maintaining a consistent curb inventory will allow planners to act confidently and decisively 
when making changes to curb assets and regulations.

The Solution

Establish demand-based pricing for on-street parking.

Establish demand-based pricing for on-street commercial loading and other 
curb uses, including ride-hailing. 

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Strategy C2



Adopt Curb Typology

Ride-hailing worsens traffic and 
transit reliability, and unclear 

loading causes confusion
High traffic volumes mean 

curbs are taken for travel lanes

Online shopping and 
delivery services add to 

curb space demand

The Challenge

Scooters have no designated 
space

Lack of loading space forces 
freight vehicles to block trafficDedicated space for buses and 

bicycles is absent

Strategy B1
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Adopt Curb Typology
Adopt a curb typology to guide curb allocation.

Adopt the curb typology as part of the City’s street design and curb regulation 
process.

Street designs will adhere to the status quo unless a curb typology is adopted - travel lanes 
and metered parking will continue to be prioritized over other increasingly demanded uses.

The Solution

Assign ownership of the Curb Typology and update it over time.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Strategy B1



The Challenge
New development is not required to 
adequately mitigate transportation impacts 
at the curbside

Development impact mitigation does not 
include specific provisions for TNC and 
commercial loading

Development transportation studies should 
assess transit, biking, and walking demand

Strategy B2
Require Developer 
Transportation Studies



Require Developer Transportation Studies

Require multimodal transportation and curb impact 
studies for large new developments.

New growth impacts curb usage in a big way – understanding and mitigating these impacts 
ensures that curbs can accommodate changing demands.

The Solution

Require developments adding at least 25,000 square feet of floor area to 
complete a transportation study that evaluates impacts to bike, transit, 
loading, and curb infrastructure, including impacts from ride-hailing and 
delivery.

Create templates or other assistance by which developers can estimate trip 
generation and modal access priorities.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Strategy B2



The Challenge

On-street loading zones are insufficient to 
meet demands

Curb demands are shifting toward short-
term loading

Dedicated space for TNCs and food delivery 
is rare

Vehicles double park in bike facilities 
and block bus stops

Strategy B3

Allocate Targeted 
Loading Space



Allocate Targeted Loading Space
Allocate targeted space for loading and pickup/drop-off 
activity.

Coordinate with stakeholders and integrate emerging data streams to identify 
new loading zone locations.

Creating and enforcing loading zones in loading hotspots will reduce conflicts between modes 
and increase safety and efficiency for all road users. 

The Solution

Create clear protocols within Atlanta DOT to install new loading zones and use 
geofencing to create pickup/drop-off locations. 

Regularly assess performance of loading zones and adjust regulations and 
zone dimensions accordingly.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Strategy B3



The Challenge

The City of Atlanta does not currently 
maintain a comprehensive curb dataset

Protocols are not in place to update data on 
curb assets and regulations

Strategy C1

Maintain Curb 
Inventory



Maintain Curb Inventory
Create and maintain a curb inventory to facilitate 
changes to curbside regulations.

Identify and select a curb data standard.

Maintaining a consistent curb inventory will allow planners to act confidently and decisively 
when making changes to curb assets and regulations.

The Solution

Collect the initial data for a comprehensive curb inventory.

Establish and formalize a process for inventory updates.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Strategy C1



Curb Utilization 
Studies and Data
The Challenge
Metered parking is currently only 45% full at peak 
times, but specific blocks face high demand

Curb utilization is not currently monitored by 
the City, making planning for curb uses difficult

Metered parking utilization can be tracked by 
monitoring payment records held by the City’s 
parking vendor, but is not currently done

Curb utilization for non-parking functions is not 
tracked

Strategies C3 and C4



Curb Utilization Studies
Monitor curb demand through regular utilization studies.

Formalize procedures for different types of utilization studies to cover all curb 
uses.

Curb utilization data is the basis for curb pricing and regulation. Without understanding 
demand at the curb, accurately pricing and regulating is impossible.

The Solution

Determine frequency for conducting utilization studies to support policy 
changes.

Require parking management vendors to regularly share utilization data.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Strategy C3



Loading and Emerging Mobility Data

Collect field data and monitor curb data feeds to assess 
demand for freight loading and emerging mobility 
platforms.

Seek partnerships with providers of emerging data sources.

Curb utilization data is the basis for curb pricing and regulation. Without understanding 
demand at the curb, accurately pricing and regulating is impossible.

The Solution

Collaborate with local businesses and third-party logistics companies.

Collect field data to monitor loading activity in key areas and to assess off-
street loading space.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Strategy C4



Design Standards to Prevent Modal Conflict
The Challenge

Strategy D1



Adopt design standards that reduce conflicts between 
modes.

Refer to national guidance such as NACTO’s Urban Street Design Guide 
when designing roadway improvements to mitigate negative impacts to non-
auto modes.

Adopting national best practices in bus stop and bike facility design will reduce safety 
concerns and conflicts between modes.

The Solution

Ensure that bus, bike, and loading facility designs prevent modal conflicts.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Strategy D1
Design Standards to Prevent Modal Conflict



The Challenge
Atlanta’s on-street parking spaces are only 45% full 
at peak utilization, but 85% of all curbs are dedicated 
to metered parking or vehicular travel lanes

Dedicated bus and bike right of way is limited

Atlanta’s mode share goals will only be met by 
allocating road space accordingly

The City is reluctant to trade metered parking 
revenue with other curb uses due to revenue 
concerns (see Strategy C2)

Strategy D2

Allocate Multimodal 
Space



Allocate Multimodal Space
Allocate more space for multimodal access and mobility.

Target underutilized curbs and overbuilt roadways for reallocation of curb 
lanes for multimodal use in reference to the Curb Typology (Strategy B1)

Multimodal improvements and TDM form a virtuous cycle. TDM policies free up space for 
multimodal use, which in turn strengthens the effectiveness of TDM. 

The Solution

Use transportation demand management (TDM) to reduce vehicular travel 
demand and free up space for multimodal improvements.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Use flexible roadway designs to reduce competition for the right of way and 
allow multiple uses to function safely in the same space.

Strategy D2



Allocate People 
Space
The Challenge

Limited opportunities exist to expand retail, 
seating, and gathering spaces along the curb

Outreach to business owners regarding people 
space is limited

Lack of people space on streets creates 
uncomfortable pedestrian environment

Strategy D3



Allocate People Space
Allocate more space for people using parklets, outdoor 
dining, and recreational areas.

Determine appropriate districts to establish “open” streets where street space 
can/should be converted in reference to the Curb Typology (Strategy B1).

People space should be the priority on most urban streets. Making streets welcoming for 
people supports business vitality and safety and comfort for all.

The Solution

Develop standards or prototypes for parklets and other outdoor structures.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Develop a simple permitting process and reach out directly to business 
owners, including plans for disassembling structures that are no longer used.

Strategy D3



Curbside Use Pilots
Use pilot programs to test curbside changes and gather 
public feedback.

Gather a resource pool of flexible materials that can be used to rapidly and 
inexpensively erect right of way pilots.

Pilots allow municipalities to test substantial roadway overhauls in a flexible and inexpensive 
environment while gathering real feedback.

The Solution

Use outreach and surveys to determine what pilot types are in demand.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Use pilots as an opportunity to gather critical feedback from the community 
regarding roadway usage.

Strategy D4



Curb Management Technology Pilots

Pilot curb management technologies to better manage 
the curb and understand curb behavior.

Align goals for curb management pilot programs with established 
performance targets for curbs (see Strategy A1). 

People space should be the priority on most urban streets. Making streets welcoming for 
people supports business vitality and safety and comfort for all.

The Solution

Use technology to support pricing and enforcing the curb for all curb uses.

Cost: 

Impact: 

Level of Difficulty: 

Priority: 

Avoid allowing technology to outpace municipal curb management 
capacity.

Strategy D5



Strategy Matrix
Alignment with Key Objectives

Strategy Theme Strategy 
Number Strategy

Increase 
curb 

utilization

Improve 
Loading 

and Pickup 
/ Drop-Off

Reduce 
conflicts 
between 

modes and 
increase 

safety

Manage 
congestion 

impacts

Expand 
bike and 
scooter 
access

Improve 
bus 

performan
ce and 
access

Ensure that 
curbs are 
equitable 

and 
accessible 

for all

Designate 
more space 
for people

Cost Impact Level of 
Difficulty Priority

Curb 
Operations

A1 Consolidate Curb Management            

A2 Formalize Communications           

A3 Targeted Enforcement         

Policy and 
Regulatory 

Changes

B1 Adopt Curb Typology          

B2 Require Developer Transportation Studies            

B3 Allocate Targeted Loading Space        

Curb 
Flexibility and 
Performance

C1 Maintain Curb Inventory            

C2 Performance-Based Curb Management          

C3 Curb Utilization Studies          

C4 Loading and Emerging Mobility Data        

Physical 
Infrastructure 

and Curb 
Allocation

D1 Design Standards to Prevent Modal Conflict         

D2 Allocate Multimodal Space         

D3 Allocate People Space      

D4 Curbside Use Pilots            

D5 Curb Management Technology Pilots       



THANK YOU!

Lauren Mattern | lmattern@nelsonnygaard.com
Evan Costagliola | ecostagliola@nelsonnygaard.com
Jason Novsam | jnovsam@nelsonnygaard.com
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